
Year 3&4 Spelling 
Parent Meeting

Thursday 6th December



1. To share a range of strategies which can 
help to support and raise standards in writing

2. To develop a whole school and home partnership in 
developing spelling

3. Make spelling fun

Our Aims...



Wot speling dificultees 
ar the childrun 
expereensing?

I can read all 
these words 

but 
something 
doesn’t look 

right?



He grated some cheese on his potato.

What does a child need to know to spell this word?
1. Hear the phonemes

2. Know the GPCs for g and r
3. Know that ai can be spelt ai/ay/a-e

4. Know the most common spelling is ate not ait
5. Homophones great/grate

6. Know that it is written in past tense (root word 
+ ed suffix)

7. Learnt how to spell the specific word



Introducing the 6 Steps to 
Spelling Success



1. Timetabled, planned spelling lessons using 
‘No Nonsense Spelling’ (x3 sessions of 20 

minutes per week)

● Tailored to meet year group needs and 
expectations.

● Teaches children all of the different 
strategies needed to learn spellings.



2 .Home spellings linked 
to lessons 

● Spelling lists following a pattern sent home
● 3 spellings to be tested using age appropriate dictated 

sentences, including one word that wasn’t sent home 
(but applies the same rule/pattern).

● Practise putting spellings into a simple sentence 
regularly

● Make it short and fun
Coming 

soon!



3. Marking Spelling in school 

1. Teacher identifies misspelt word.  Writes correct version over/next to 
misspelling.  Child practises word 3x. 

2. Teacher identifies misspelt word.  CHILD finds correct spelling and writes it. 
Teacher checks.  Child practises word 3x. 

3. Teacher identifies LINE with misspelt word.  CHILD finds correct spelling 
and writes it. Teacher checks. Child practises word 3x.

4. CHILD identifies own misspellings and uses all resources to correct them. 



4. Spelling journals in school 

Children to put a wobbly line under spellings that 
they are unsure of and then add it to their spelling 
journal.  Teacher to write the correct spelling next 

to the word.



5. Resources to 
support spelling

● Sound charts displayed 
around classrooms

● Smaller sound charts on 
each table.

● Poster displaying 4 rules 
for adding suffixes to be 

displayed in every 
classroom.

6. Regular dictionary practice 
in LKS2 

(using the first 2 letters to 
find a word



Prefixes- 
mis, un, 

dis

Suffixes
- ed, ing, 

s 

Homophones, 
e.g great/ 

grate
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Parents/carers 
we need you...

Practise 

reading at 

least 3x 

week. Look 

at ‘hotspot’ 
words

Help your child 
learn to practise 
spellings- post 
its, gel pens, 
unusual word 

challenge

 Write a silly sentence

Can they 
spot your 
deliberate 
mistake?

Quickwrite 

using a 

timer

Bingo

Challenge- 
what 
sound? 

Where in 
the word?

Look, 
say, 

think & 

write

Phoneme 

Chart

Identify tricky parts

Silly rhymes or mnemonic

Listen & correct 
pronunciation- 
fing or thing?

Make links to other similar words



Your turn!

antique
unique
mosquito
cheque
opaque
grotesque

How are they 
similar and 
different?

Which is the 
odd one out 
and why?

What could 
the spelling 
pattern be?

Phoneme 
charts


